
 

 

Item #                           Product Name 

5320                                    Tasari Grillo (Sicily) 2018 
Grillo is a key component of the best DOC Marsal wines. It is also used to produce excellent white 
wines, ready to drink or suitable for again. This wine has a straw yellow color, good aromatics, with 
hints of herbs, floral and citrus notes. The flavor is fruity, with good acidity, balanced softness and 
excellent taste structure. 

5319                                  Tasari Nero D-Avola (Sicily) 2018 
This Wine is rich in personality, with a deep ruby red color and high aromatics. It is fruity, floral and 
spicy, with excellent taste structure. Tannic and full-bodied, yet balanced with soft acidity. 

8236                                Barone di Bernaj Etna Rossa 2016     

Nerello Mascalese 90%, Nerello Cappuccio 10% 
Bright red wine with an intense and fruity smell and a dry persistent taste that makes it ideal with red 
meats, roasts, game and rape’ cheese. 

8237                                Parva Res Pinot Grigio (Sicily) 2016 
Simplicity and elegance are the perfect description for this wine. A wide bouquet with a natural 
delicacy. The most refined fish and vegetable-based pastas are the perfect match for this wine. It wedges 
itself in among the flavors of the Sicilian cuisine.  

8216                               Parva Res Inzolia (Sicily) 2017 
Inzolia, which is characterized by intense and elegant fragrances is a result of an ancient equilibrium 
between the strong and generous soil and the wine that seems to never suffer. Clean and graceful. The 
taste is fruity, crisp, and soft. In the mouth, it is persistent and intense. The regional character of the 
wine calls for a fish or vegetable-based Sicilian dish. Not to be missed with a plate of Sardine pasta.  

8217                              Parva Res Nero D-Avola 2016 
It’s hard to believe how this wine can surprise you each time you sip it with new spicy fragrances, 
dancing together. It’s amusing how opulence can be so elegant. Perfect for Mediterranean and 
international cuisine! 
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